Communication Theory Technical Committee (CTTC)  
Globecom 2014, Austin, TX, USA  
9 December 2014

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. The meeting minutes from the ICC 2014 meeting were approved.
2. A proposal was presented for a new Communication Theory Workshop Steering Committee.
3. Globecom 2014, ICC 2015, Globecom 2015, CTW 2015, and CTW 2016 reports were given.
4. CTTC awards were announced.
5. A. Lozano conducted the election for the new CTTC chair, and M. Valenti was elected.

DETAILED MINUTES

Meeting called to order at 6:35 PM
Angel Lozano, Chair, conducting

OPENING BUSINESS

1. A. Lozano called attention to the minutes from the ICC 2014 CTTC meeting. A motion was made and seconded to approve the minutes. The minutes were unanimously approved.

2. A. Lozano, in his "Chair Remarks," reported that 3 CTTC members have been nominated for ComSoc Distinguished Lecturer (two men, one woman). He also reported on the ComSoc "Best Readings," which covers a wide (and always expanding) range of topics spanning all of ComSoc. L. Cimini is currently the EiC. M. Valenti will begin as EiC in 2015. CTTC would like to have 1 or so issues per year on a topic of interest to our members. Everyone is encouraged to suggest topics to M. Valenti, or to volunteer as a guest editor.

3. A. Lozano solicited volunteers for co-chairing future ICC/Globecom symposia. Those interested in volunteering should contact a CTTC officer.

4. A. Lozano outlined a new proposal for a Communication Theory Workshop Steering Committee, to serve as a repository for our collective experience and advise the individual organizing committees. He proposed that the CTW Steering Committee consist of 3-5 members (similar to the current Selection Committee, which would be phased out), a presiding ex-officio member drawn from the current CTTC officers (rotated every year), and 4 other members chosen among recent CTTC chairs and recent CTW organizers. The committee membership would rotate every 1-2 years, and members would be appointed by the CTTC chair and the presiding member. Comments were solicited from the floor. C. Georghiades suggested that the Steering Committee not be presided over by a CTTC officer (because of the additional load), but that a dedicated Chair be appointed. A formal proposal will be presented for approval at ICC'15.

SYMPOSIA AND WORKSHOP REPORTS

1. Globecom 2014: P.Y. Kam reported that the acceptance rate was 60/150. Best paper awards would be drawn from the "Best of Globecom" papers, a number of papers will get awards. The "interactive session" follows the same format as a poster session, and is meant to add prestige; the use of a small presentation screen eliminates the problem of the authors printing and transporting a separate poster.

2. ICC 2015: T. Quek reported that the review process is coming to an end and the paper acceptance notification would be sent out on Jan 10. A. Lozano asked why there had been two deadline extensions. M. Brandt-Pearce clarified that one had been a correction to erroneous dates, and one had been an extension.

3. Globecom 2015: O. Dobre reported that the TPC members are being recruited and the call for papers is being finalized.

4. CTW 2015: H. Jafarkhani reported on the current plans for the panels and sessions. One question was raised about a morning panel being planned, the reason was to accommodate the availability of the panelists and that it would be a plenary-type panel.

5. CTW 2016: C. Papadias presented plans and options for a location in Nafplio, Greece. In addition to the hotel venue, he outlined a number of nearby places to visit in the Peloponnese region.

MORE BUSINESS

1. CTTC awards were announced M. Valenti (the current members of the awards committee are: M. Valenti [chair], R. Heath, R. Raheli, D. Tuninetti, and J. Winters). The Outstanding Service Award was given to Ender Ayanoglu, and two Technical Achievement Awards were given, to Reinaldo Valenzuela and Norman Beaule. These awards will be presented officially at a later date.
2. A. Lozano administered an election for CTTC chair, and briefly outlined the policies and procedures. The selection committee recommended M. Valenti as a candidate. A. Lozano opened it up to the floor for any additional nominations, none were put forward. By unanimous vote M. Valenti, was elected as the new CTTC chair.

3. The meeting was adjourned at 7:25.

Minutes taken by E. Perrins
Attendance: 85
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